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A DAY IN MY LIFE | Scotland

My name is Rod McKie, and I’m 57 years old.  
I live in Edinburgh, Scotland, and work as a car-
toonist and comic artist. I’ve been doing this for 

around 40 years now. I’d like to say I’ve improved, but I 
doubt it. I’m slicker, but I don’t think I’m any better.

The first cartoon I got paid for was in The Sun many 
moons back — in the 1970s. Nowadays, the market is 
disappearing, with traditional cartoons being printed in 
only a handful of publications like The New Yorker. So 
these days, I tend to focus on comics.

I get up mostly around 9 a.m., but if I’m having a 
miserable time with my back, I might lie in a bit longer. 
Usually, I have toast for breakfast. I gave up caffeine some 
time ago. I used to drink a lot of it while working. The 
number of times I’d stick the pen in the coffee, thinking 
it was the ink, and then drink the coffee was horrifying.

I tend to spend the mornings researching and study-
ing. Ideally, I’d go out with a camera for this, but you can 
find images on the internet, play with them a bit and turn 
them into backgrounds. You can get lost on the computer, 
though. Suddenly, you look up, and the morning’s gone.

I take a walk every day if I can. You can be out there, 
and things just spring to mind. At the moment, I’m work-
ing on a graphic novel that uses the city of Edinburgh as 
psychogeography. The story was inspired by a plaque I 

saw in the middle of a 
road commemorating 
the last hangings in the 
city. They used to put 
the gallows on the ex-
act spot where the crime had taken place. 

I seldom eat while I’m out. I just come home and have 
soup or something. Sometimes, though, when my wife 
Elizabeth gets back in the evening, I realize I’ve forgotten 
to eat. I guess I just don’t organize the day very well. It has 
a habit of disappearing from me.

I used to snack a lot while working. I went up to 
something like 22 or 23 stone (140–146 kg). This is an 
occupational hazard with cartooning. It’s a very sedentary 
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The ideas man
Korrespondentin LORRAINE MALLINDER hat mit einem erfahrenen 
Cartoonisten über Kunst und Kreativität gesprochen.

gallows [(gÄlEUz] Galgen
graphic novel [)grÄfIk (nQv&l] Comicroman
hanging [(hÄNIN] Hinrichtung durch den Strang
lie in [)laI (In] UK liegen bleiben
many moons back  
[)meni mu:nz (bÄk]

vor vielen Monden,  
vor Urzeiten

occupational hazard 
[)Qkju)peIS&nEl (hÄzEd]

Berufsrisiko

plaque [plÄk] Gedenktafel
sedentary [(sed&ntEri] sitzend
slick [slIk] routiniert, raffiniert

Keeping it real: Rod McKie 
and his comic art
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      Info to go

commemorate
In the text, cartoonist Rod McKie says he was inspired 
to start creating a graphic novel by a plaque he saw in 
Edinburgh “commemorating the last hangings in the 
city”. The verb “commemorate” as used here means to 
mark something in a way that it may be remembered; 
for example: “The stone on the pier commemorates 
those sailors who lost their lives at sea.” The noun form, 
“commemoration”, may refer to a ceremony honouring 
the memory of certain people or events. The phrase “in 
commemoration of” is also commonly used. 

Try using commemorate and commemoration in 
the following sentences.
a)  Some people find the rebel flag offensive, but others 

says it simply _______________ the battles of the past.
b)  I have ordered a statue _______________ my ferret 

Sally. She passed away last year.
c)  There will be a ceremony this evening — a public 

_______________ of our war dead.

potter
Rod McKie says that he draws his cartoons at night. 
He explains that what he typically does during the 
daylight hours “sounds like pottering, but it’s not”. 
The verb “potter” means “to go about doing things in 
a very relaxed way”: “After a long day at work, I like to 
come home and potter in my garden.” Pottering does 
not imply doing any particular set of tasks. Instead, 
it means that someone may do random activities, 
possibly decided upon by chance. 

Read the following sentences. Which of them 
employ an alternative to the word “potter”?
a)  I saw Thad puttering around in his tool shed. I wonder 

if he will finally clean it out this summer. 
b)  I find that Mike likes to lollygag in his free time, 

whereas Molly tends to be more goal-oriented. 

job. You snack a lot and forget to take daily exercise. You 
see cartoonists at conventions who may weigh 20 stone 
(127 kg). Then, a couple of years later, they’re down to 13 
or 14 stone (82–89 kg). It’s really bad for the heart.

During the day, I try to avoid putting pen to paper. 
I spend the afternoons preparing dinner for myself, my 
wife and my grown-up kids, Dominique and Anthony. 
Recent health troubles have limited me to a boring supper 
of lettuce, cucumber and boiled chicken.

The whole day I’ve been building up to drawing at 
night. Nowadays, I prefer to work with a digital tablet, 
although I’ll still put pencil to paper first and then scan 
the drawing in. I use a special filter to colour pages, which 
saves a lot of time. It’s both a blessing and a curse to be 
able to go back and change things endlessly until you get 
exactly what you want. 

Working as a cartoonist requires an ability to switch 
off and focus. You may think five minutes have passed, 
then you look up and see that two hours have gone. But 
I never stay up later than 3.30 a.m. Up to the age of 40, 
I could work through the night quite easily. If I did that 
now, I’d just end up with a migraine the next day.

A lot of what I do happens on a subconscious level. 
The physical act of drawing could take minutes, but get-
ting to the stage where I can do that may have taken all 
day. A great part of the job is getting yourself psyched into 
the thing. It sounds like pottering, but it’s not. 

The New Yorker
This US magazine on politics, culture and society 
is published by Condé Nast 47 times a year and is 
famous for its fine journalism and excellent fiction. 
Founded in 1925 by writers Jane Grant and Harold 
Ross, the publication is much loved for its “long-form” 
journalism, its big-name short stories and its fantastic 
range of cartoon art. Cartoons are on numerous pages 
inside the magazine and famously grace its covers. 
One of the most-loved features of the magazine is the 
cartoon-caption contest: readers are shown a cartoon 
and asked to send in a few lines of text to go with it. The 
best submissions are then published in the magazine.

Answers: commemorate: a) commemorates; b) in commemoration of / to 
commemorate / commemorating; c) commemoration 
potter: a) and b) Both “putter” and “lollygag” are North American slang 
words that are similar in meaning to “potter”. “Lollygag” has a more negative 
nuance than “potter” or “putter”: the doer is not simply going about things 
in a relaxed fashion, but is truly wasting time.

blessing [(blesIN] Segen
caption [(kÄpS&n] Bildunterschrift
cover [(kVvE] Umschlag
cucumber [(kju:kVmbE] Gurke (  p. 61)
curse [k§:s] Fluch
exercise [(eksEsaIz] hier: Sport
ferret [(ferIt] Frettchen
grace [greIs] zieren, schmücken
imply [Im(plaI] beinhalten
lettuce [(letIs] Kopfsalat
pass away [)pA:s E(weI] entschlafen, sterben
psyched: get oneself ~ into sth. 
[saIkt] ifml.

sich psychisch auf etw. 
vorbereiten

random [(rÄndEm] wahllos, willkürlich
subconscious [sVb(kQnSEs] unterbewusst


